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ABSTRACT

A dimensional formula for irreducible atypical sl( 1/n) -modules is given in a Gel'fand-
Zetlin basis. The formula is valid for the various types of irreducible atypical modules.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Lie superalgebras have been in the limelight of research for over twenty years. This in-
terest is borne out of their applicability in the physical sciences as well as out of sheer scientific
curiosity. A considerable lot of the necessary formal mathematical machinery for investigating ba-
sic classical Lie superalgebras and their finite-dimensional representations has been carried out by
Kac (1977, 1978)1} and Scheunert (1979) 2). The finite-dimensional irreducible representations
have been categorized as being either typical or atypical. Typical representations have properties
analogous to those of finite-dimensional irreducible representations of Lie algebras and are com-
paratively easier to handle. Their character formula was constructed way back in 1978 and are
uniquely characterized by their infinitesimal characters. By contrast, our knowledge of the atypical
modules still remains very scanty and the formulas that have been proposed about their characters
are not well established 3). Consider sl( 1 /n) as a subalgebra of the general linear Lie superalgebra
gl( 1 (n). As a homogeneous basis in gl( 1 jn) we choose the generators CAB A, B = 0 , 1 , . . . , n.
In the defining representation &AB is a Weyl matrix. The odd and even parts of gl(l/ri) are
gl\{\fn) = lin- env • {eoi,eioi = l ,2 , . . . ,n} and $Zo(l/n) = lin • env • {eoo,ei/|t'j =
1,2,..., n} respectively. As a subalgebra of gl{ 1 /n) the Lie superalgebra sl( 1 /n) reads:

al( 1 /n) = lin • env • {eoo + e», eAa\A ^ B = 0 , l ,2 , . . . , n ; t = 1,2,..., n}

Its even subalgebra Go = lin- env • {E{j ~ Sy-eoo + e^\i,j} is isomorphic to the general linear
Lie algebra gl(n). Since [Eij,Ekt] = SjkEn — feEy, Ey are the Weyl generators of gl(n).

We now briefly sketch the method for the construction of the induced representations.
Let G+ = lin • env{eo\,..., eon} and denote P = G-o+ G+. Let V0(L) be a finite-dimensional
simple C?o module with the highest weight L. Extend it to a F-module putting G+V°(L) = 0.
Denote by 17 and Up the universal enveloping algebras of sl( 1/n) and P, correspondingly. Then
the induced sl( 1 /n) module

V(L) = Indf^n)V°(L) (1)

is the factor-space.
V(L) = U®V°(L)/I (2)

of the tensor product of U and V° (L) with respect to the linear span I of all elements of the form
gp ® v - g ® p( v) ,g e U, p € Up and v 6 V° (L). The space V( L) is equipped with a structure
of an sl( 1 /n) -module in a natural way:

g(u®v) = gu®v gesl(l/n) u£U v G V°(L)

Proposition. The induced sl( 1/n)-module V(L) with a highest wight L corresponding to

(min,m2n,---,mrm) is irreducible if and only if m,n ^ i— 1 for alii = l , 2 , . . . , n .

Proof. Define by means of the diagonal matrix QAB with —ffoo = <?n = ff» = • • • =
gm = 1 non-degenerate bilinear form of the Car tan subalgebra

H' = lin-env •{&AA\A = 0,l,...,n}of gl(l/n) (CAA^BB) = 2 ( n - l)gAB (3)



On the Cartan subalgebra H = tin • env • {Ea\Ea = eoo + e^; % = 1 , . . . , n} of st( 1 /n) the
form (3) coincides with the Killing form of sl( 1 /n) . Choose as an ordered basis in H' the vectors

eoo len,. . . ,en» andlete^e1 . . . en be the conjugate basis in the dual space H \ i .e . eA(eBB) = S^

Then the bilinear form on H' induced from (3) reads:

(eA eB) = 9AB (4)
K ' } 2 ( n l )

Since [h,eAs] = (eA — eB)(h)eAB, h € H, the correspondence between the root vectors and
their roots is eAB —> eA - eB. Therefore, Ao

+ = {e* - e ; |i < ; , *,; = 1,2, . . . , n} and Aj+ =
{e° - e'|i = 1, n} are the even and odd positive roots of sl( 1 /n ) , correspondingly. The induced
sl(l/n) -module V(L) is irreducible if and only ifJ) >4)

*= 1,2,.. . , n (5)

where p is the half sum of the even positive roots minus the half sum of odd positive roots,

2 i + 2 ) e ' (6)

and L is the highest weight of the gl( n) -module V° (L).

From the Gel'fand-Zetlin formulas5) for gl( n) one infers that any Cartan element h

YA=I VEa a c t s o n the highest weight vector mi eV°(L) as

Therefore, as an element of if ', L reads:

n

^ , n e l (8)

Inserting (6) and (8) into (5) and using (4) we obtain

The right-hand side differs from zero if and only if m,n — i + 1 ^ 0 which completes the proof.

A remark is in order at this point. Our results are given in Gel'fand-Zetlin basis of the

even subalgebra gl{ 1) © gl( n), which is given by a set of complex numbers

(10)

such that

Z+ (11)



The highest weight L is uniquely determined by the first row (mi n, m2 „ , . . . , mm). The represen-

tations corresponding to different n-tuples mi m n t mi*,..., m^n are inequivalent.

If the right-hand side of expression (9) is equal to zero, then module V{L) contains a
maximal invariant submodule which we denote by I([roin ,m2n, • • •, "inn])• Going over to the
factor module we have the atypical modules pertaining to the different values of i = 1,2, . . . , n.

V(L) = V r(L)/J[miB >m 2« l . . ->mw l]) (12)

2. THE MAIN RESULT

The principal difficulty in constructing atypical modules consists in identifying the max-

imal invariant submodule, I[ ( m \ n , mzn,..., m ^ ]). The method used so far 6) has been a sort of

a trial-and-error one, by which one had to try different combinations of the submodules. If such

a combination cannot be trivially extended then it means we have struck the right chord. Fortu-

nately, it is an established fact that the submodule corresponding to the lowest weight always lies

i n / ( [ m i n , m 2 n , . . . , m n n ] ) .

What we then did, was to exploit this fact by generating the remaining submodules that

together with this submodule make up J( [ m\n, mtn,..., mm ]) through the Weyl group.

This led us to the expression

n mu+(n-2)

©V([mi« - ( n - 1)

+ S(ktmin+(n-2))S(ktmin-l)S(2,n)6tj ,

+S(k,min+(n-2))S(ktmin-l)S(2,n)6nJ]) (13)

The notations appearing in (13) are £*,„ stands for the Kronecker delta symbol and

s(k,n) =

The dimensional formula for the typical modules is virtually the usual Weyl formula.

DimW([mu,rri2n, • •. , (15)
Vr([mi(,,m2»,-fnBI,])



In expression (15), W([m\n,min,...mm\) is an si(l/n) irreducible module while
V( [min, m2n,. . . , mTO]) is an irreducible gl( 1) © gl(n) module. The factor 2 n in the denomi-

nator is meant to calibrate the formula due to a numerical factor equal to the number of irreducible

gl( n) modules appearing on the right hand side of (15). In the case of the atypical modules we first

have to factor out (13) and only then consider computing the dimension. The dimensional formula

of the factor module bears a considerable resemblance to (15).

2"

DimW{[m\nim2ny... ,mm) =
»=o

J- 0
- 1)!

(16)
Vr([mis,m2Sl...mm])

3. CONCLUDING REMARKS

The importance of the results presented in here is in a sense twofold for they are both
results on atypical modules and their dimensions. It is our hope that they could be generalizable to
sl( 2 fm) and osp( 2 /2 n) provided one keeps track of the multi-atypicality.
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